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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVED MULTI-CARRIER

COMMUNICATION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to communications and, in particular,

to multi-carrier communication in wireless systems.

Background of the Invention

This section introduces aspects that may help facilitate a better understanding

of the inventions. Accordingly, the statements of this section are to be read in this

light and are not to be understood as admissions about what is prior art or what is not

prior art.

Carrier aggregation allows a radio bearer (i.e., a logical connection with

certain features between a cellular network and a mobile station) to benefit from

concurrent transmission over multiple carriers, thereby significantly increasing the bit-

rates carrying data associated with different user applications. However, carrier

aggregation can be implemented only if the two (or more) carriers that are being

aggregated are co-located and there is tight coordination among them. The Seamless

Macro-cell Anchored Radio Transmission (SMART) technique (also known as Dual

Connectivity) enables a mobile station to have multiple, parallel links to different

nodes in the cellular network. However, since these nodes and the corresponding

carriers are not co-located or cannot be tightly coordinated, one cannot implement

carrier aggregation to enable individual radio bearers in a SMART network to benefit

from concurrent transmission over multiple carriers. Thus, new solutions and

techniques that enable such functionality would meet a need and advance wireless

communications generally.



Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depiction of a single carrier 3GPP Long Term

Evolution (LTE) user plane protocol stack.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depiction of a protocol stack for a radio bearer using

carrier aggregation.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram depiction of a protocol stack with a split Radio Link

Control (RLC) layer as applied to an embodiment involving the transmission by two

different cells over dedicated carriers.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram depiction of a radio access network (RAN) and a

user element (UE) in accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.

Specific embodiments of the present invention are disclosed below with

reference to FIGs. 1-4. Both the description and the illustrations have been drafted

with the intent to enhance understanding. For example, the dimensions of some of the

figure elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements, and well-known

elements that are beneficial or even necessary to a commercially successful

implementation may not be depicted so that a less obstructed and a more clear

presentation of embodiments may be achieved.

Simplicity and clarity in both illustration and description are sought to

effectively enable a person of skill in the art to make, use, and best practice the present

invention in view of what is already known in the art. One of skill in the art will

appreciate that various modifications and changes may be made to the specific

embodiments described below without departing from the spirit and scope of the

present invention. Thus, the specification and drawings are to be regarded as

illustrative and exemplary rather than restrictive or all-encompassing, and all such

modifications to the specific embodiments described below are intended to be

included within the scope of the present invention.



Summary

Various methods and apparatuses are provided to address the need for

improved multi-carrier communication. In one method, a radio access network (RAN)

transmits via multiple carriers, packet data to a user element (UE) using a protocol

stack. The protocol stack includes a radio link control (RLC) layer split into an upper

RLC processing layer and multiple lower RLC processing layers. Each lower RLC

processing layer is associated with one carrier of the multiple carriers. The upper RLC

processing layer supports packet data transmission via the multiple carriers, while

each lower RLC processing layer supports packet data transmission via the carrier

associated with that lower RLC processing layer. An article of manufacture is also

provided, the article comprising a non-transitory, processor-readable storage medium

storing one or more software programs which when executed by one or more

processors performs the steps of this method.

Many embodiments are provided in which the method above is modified. For

example, in many embodiments supporting, by the upper RLC processing layer,

packet data transmission via the multiple carriers involves the upper RLC processing

layer receiving RLC service data units (SDUs), generating protocol data units (PDUs)

from the SDUs received, and sending PDUs to each of the lower RLC processing

layers. Depending on the embodiment, supporting, by the upper RLC processing layer,

packet data transmission via the multiple carriers may also involve the upper RLC

processing layer receiving an indication of a PDU size limit from at least one of the

multiple lower RLC processing layers and may further involve the upper RLC

processing layer generating PDUs with this PDU size limit.

In many embodiments, supporting, by each lower RLC processing layer,

packet data transmission via the carrier associated with that lower RLC processing

layer involves each lower RLC processing layer receiving PDUs from the upper RLC

processing layer and processing the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer as

data to be retransmitted. This processing by each lower RLC processing layer may

involve segmenting the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer to conform to a

local current size limit at that lower RLC processing layer. In many embodiments,

supporting, by each lower RLC processing layer, packet data transmission via the



carrier associated with that lower RLC processing layer involves each lower RLC

processing layer performing RLC Segmentation processing.

In some embodiments, the RAN includes a group of cells, some of which are

geographically separated. Individual lower RLC processing layers of the multiple

lower RLC processing layers may each operate on the network equipment of each of

these different cells.

A radio access network (RAN) apparatus is also provided. The RAN including

multiple network nodes operative to transmit, via multiple carriers, packet data to a

user element (UE) using a protocol stack. The protocol stack includes a radio link

control (RLC) layer split into an upper RLC processing layer and multiple lower RLC

processing layers. Each lower RLC processing layer is associated with one carrier of

the multiple carriers and each lower RLC processing layer supports packet data

transmission via its associated carrier. The upper RLC processing layer supports

packet data transmission via the multiple carriers.

Many embodiments are provided in which this RAN is modified. In many

embodiments, a first network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host

the upper RLC processing layer, which involves being operative to receive RLC

service data units (SDUs), to generate protocol data units (PDUs) from the SDUs

received, and to send PDUs to each of the lower RLC processing layers. Depending

on the embodiment, being operative to host the upper RLC processing layer may also

involve being operative to receive from at least one of the multiple lower RLC

processing layers, an indication of a PDU size limit and may further involve being

operative to generate PDUs with this PDU size limit.

In many embodiments, a second network node of the multiple network nodes

is operative to host a lower RLC processing layer of the multiple lower RLC

processing layers, which involves being operative to receive PDUs from the upper

RLC processing layer and to process the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer

as data to be retransmitted. This processing may involve being operative to segment

the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer to conform to a local current size limit

at the lower RLC processing layer. In many embodiments, a second network node of

the multiple network nodes is operative to host a lower RLC processing layer of the



multiple lower RLC processing layers, which involves being operative to perform

RLC Segmentation processing.

In some embodiments, a first network node of the multiple network nodes is

operative to host the upper RLC processing layer, and a second, different network

node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host a lower RLC processing layer

of the multiple lower RLC processing layers. Depending on the embodiment, the first

network node and the second network node may be geographically separated.

Detailed Description of Embodiments

To provide a greater degree of detail in making and using various aspects of

the present invention, a description of our approach to multi-carrier communication

and a description of certain, quite specific, embodiments follow for the sake of

example. FIGs. 1-3 are referenced in an attempt to illustrate some examples of

specific protocol stacks and specific embodiments of the present invention.

Carrier aggregation is a transmission technique that has been designed to

enable data flows to benefit from simultaneous transmission over multiple carriers.

For communication systems based on the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) family

of standards, carrier aggregation has been defined in Release 10 of the 3GPP

standards.

In 3GPP LTE systems, packet flows associated with different applications are

carried over one or more radio bearers. A radio bearer is a logical connection between

a User Element (UE) and the Radio Access Network (RAN) with certain quality

features (e.g. packet loss, delay, and/or rate requirements.) Packets belonging to a

given user application are typically carried over a single radio bearer, which may carry

packets belonging to other user applications as well. FIG. 1 depicts a protocol stack

100 for the user plane in LTE systems without carrier aggregation.

As shown in FIG. 1, in single-carrier communication systems based on the

3GPP LTE standards, there is one Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) entity

and one Radio Link Control (RLC) layer entity per radio bearer. On the other hand, a

common Medium Access Control (MAC) layer supports all of the radio bearers being

carried over the air interface associated with the carrier.



Most relevant to the present description are the functions of the RLC and

MAC layers of the protocol stack. The major functions of the RLC layer are

segmentation and (re)assembly of upper layer packets (referred to as RLC Service

Data Units or RLC SDUs) to adapt them to the size indicated by the lower (MAC)

layer based on the current channel and traffic conditions. Also, for radio bearers

requiring error-free transmission, i.e. Acknowledged Mode (AM) data, the RLC layer

provides re-transmission of errored frames based on receiver feedback. The RLC layer

(at the receiving end) also performs reordering of received packets in case they are

delivered out of sequence because of delays/retransmissions in the lower layers. The

MAC layer is mainly responsible for multiplexing data from different radio bearers

(i.e. different RLC entities) based on their Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. As

mentioned before, there is a single MAC layer entity that handles data associated with

all of the radio bearers being carried over the air interface associated with the

transmission point (i.e., a base station or a UE.) The MAC layer uses the

communication resources (represented by the physical - PHY - layer of protocol stack

100) to transmit RLC-layer data over the air interface. It uses the Hybrid Automatic

Repeat request (HARQ) processes to keep track of transmitted data, the corresponding

acknowledgements, and retransmissions if necessary.

With carrier aggregation, which is intended for scenarios where a base station

supports multiple carriers to transmit data to UEs communicating with it, the protocol

stack looks similar to that of FIG. 1 except that the common MAC layer is responsible

for multiplexing the data from different radio bearers so that it can be transmitted

using the communication resources associated with the multiple carriers being

supported by the transmission point (e.g., a base station). Thus, in the case of a system

with two carriers, carrier aggregation makes it possible for some of the data from a

given radio bearer to be carried over the communication resources associated with the

first carrier while the rest of the data associated with that radio bearer is carried over

the second carrier. This would lead to a significant increase in transmission speeds for

UEs and base stations capable of carrier aggregation. Fig. 2 depicts a protocol stack

200 that is able to support a radio bearer whose data is carried over the

communication resources of two carriers.



The main difference between the protocol stack for a radio bearer using carrier

aggregation (protocol stack 200) and that for a radio bearer in single-carrier operation

(protocol stack 100) is that the MAC layer in the former can use communication

resources and HARQ processes associated with both of the carriers to transmit data

belonging to the radio bearer. (In contrast, the MAC layer in single-carrier operation

uses communication resources and HARQ processes associated with a single carrier.)

Thus, in the case of a radio bearer using carrier aggregation (e.g., Radio Bearer 1 of

protocol stack 200), when communication resources on either of the two carriers are

available for the transmission of data belonging to that radio bearer, the MAC layer

informs the corresponding RLC entity of the payload size that can be handled based

on the current channel and load conditions. The RLC entity then constructs a payload

(a protocol data unit or PDU) up to that size and hands it to the MAC layer for

transmission over the air interfaces. As mentioned earlier, in the case of AM data, if

an RLC PDU gets lost and the receiver informs the transmission point of its loss, the

RLC layer re-transmits this lost data. However, since the amount of communication

resources available for the re-transmission of this lost data can be different from what

was available when the data was originally transmitted, the RLC layer is equipped

with Segmentation and Re-Assembly (SAR) capability, which allows it to construct

different sized PDUs from the original ones (which were lost) and then reconstruct the

original PDUs from these segments at the receiver end. The RLC layer has this SAR

capability whether or not carrier aggregation is being used.

The carrier aggregation scheme represented by protocol stack 200 works well

in scenarios where the two (or more) carriers are co-located and operate under the

control of common MAC and RLC layer entities. A key requirement for this to be

possible is that the latencies between the PHY, MAC and RLC layers be low - on the

order of a millisecond or lower. However, there are several scenarios where carrier-

aggregation-like multi-carrier transmission to UEs may be desirable, yet the two

carriers may not be co-located, or tight, low-latency coordination may not be possible

between their respective PHY layers and the upper layer entities. An example of such

a scenario in Heterogeneous Networks (Hetnets) is the Seamless Macro-cell Anchored

Radio Transmission (SMART) technique which allows a UE to have a primary

connection to one cell (typically a macro-cell) and secondary connections to one or



more macro or metro cells. The primary connection ensures that Radio Resource

Control (RRC) is always maintained with an "anchor" transmission point while

secondary connections are dynamically added or dropped at much faster time scales to

provide opportunistic access for data traffic associated with a radio bearer. This

technique is different from soft handoff techniques in cdma2000 or WCDMA and also

different from joint transmission techniques being considered as part of Coordinated

Multipoint (CoMP) techniques in 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE/LTE-Advanced),

since it allows different streams of data to be transmitted across the primary and

secondary links. The links may be established on the same carrier or over multiple

carriers if carrier aggregation is supported by the UE. Studies have shown that

performance benefits of this technique can be quite significant, both from the

perspective of improving cell-edge throughput as well as reducing handover failures.

The SMART technique is also known by the name "Dual Connectivity" and is being

taken up for standardization by 3GPP.

In a SMART or Dual Connectivity system, a UE will be able to communicate

concurrently with one or more transmitting and receiving endpoints within the cellular

network over multiple sets of resources (i.e., dedicated carriers or alternative

time/frequency resource partitions). However, these transmitting and receiving nodes

may not be co-located, or the messaging between them may experience significant

latencies (of the order of tens of milliseconds or more). In such cases, the

communication scheme represented by protocol stack 200 cannot work as desired

(since the basic requirement of low latencies between the PHY, MAC and RLC layers

will be violated). Thus, we need to make changes to protocol stack 200 in order to

enable radio bearers to take advantage of concurrent transmissions over multiple

carriers or other time/frequency resource partitions if their respective end-points on

the network side have significant latencies between them.

In current networks based on LTE/LTE-A (including those that support carrier

aggregation), where a UE is associated with one serving cell, the protocol layers

shown in FIG. 1 or 2 are implemented at the serving base station. However, reliable

transmission of data associated with a single radio bearer over multiple cells (e.g., in a

SMART or Dual Connectivity network) requires some changes to the protocol stack at

the network and/or the UE. As we saw before, the use of a common RLC layer



followed by splitting of data streams at lower layers (e.g., MAC/PHY) requires low

latency backhaul connections between the primary serving cell and secondary serving

cell. Such an arrangement is not possible because of the geographical separation

between the primary cell and secondary cell(s) in a SMART network. It is possible to

split the data streams at the PDCP layer and have independent instances of RLC,

MAC and PHY layers over the primary and secondary links. However, the need for

reliable in-sequence delivery of upper layer data will necessitate another layer with

retransmission capability at PDCP, particularly since secondary links may degrade or

drop quite easily for mobile UEs. This can introduce additional inefficiencies and

delay.

To address these challenges, a split Radio Link Control (RLC) solution is

proposed for reliable in-sequence data delivery for a single radio bearer split over

multiple spatially separated or co-located transmission points when the inter

connecting backhaul network does not necessarily support very low latencies. To

simplify the description, we assume that a UE has established a primary connection

(or link) and one or more secondary connections (or links). The methods used to

establish these links may be based on radio measurements, loads, or other factors and

are outside the scope of this description. We also assume that feedback associated

with downlink operation on one or more links can be made available via the uplink.

The procedures for uplink feedback reporting are also outside the scope of this

description.

The focus here is on downlink transmissions of Acknowledged Mode (AM)

data. In an embodiment of our approach, the data associated with an AM radio bearer

is simultaneously delivered over a primary and one or more secondary links. Only one

PDCP protocol instance is assumed in this case but the RLC protocol functions are

split across upper and lower RLC instances as depicted by protocol stack 300 of FIG

3. Note that the RLC layer used currently in cellular systems such as LTE supports

many functions such as the transfer of upper layer Protocol Data Units (PDUs),

concatenation or segmentation of these PDUs based on allowable size of RLC PDUs

indicated by the lower layer at each transmission opportunity, an Automatic Repeat

Request (ARQ) retransmission mechanism for reliable in-sequence delivery, re-

segmentation of RLC data PDUs for retransmissions in acknowledged mode and



reassembly of the RLC SDUs at the receiver for delivery to upper layers. Since the

RLC PDU sizes are chosen based on scheduling decisions made at lower layers, this

approach is not well suited to an architecture where the RLC data is split over two or

more links, each of which may be scheduled independently at a different geographic

site. In particular, the latency on the backhaul network will typically not be low

enough to allow the RLC layer to quickly adapt to lower layer scheduling (per 1 ms

subframe or Transmission Time Interval (TTI) in the case of LTE).

The split RLC approach that we are proposing is able to accommodate data

transmission over two or more links from geographically separated sites while

allowing for higher backhaul latencies. In this case, we create only one upper RLC

instance for each radio bearer but allow multiple lower RLC instances to be

established, one for each radio link. The main aspects of the split RLC operation are

as follows:

Upper RLC Operation (Transmitting side): The upper RLC entity receives

RLC SDUs from the upper layer (PDCP PDUs in the case of LTE). It then generates

RLC PDUs with pre-determined size limits by appending headers containing a

sequence number for each PDU and forwards RLC PDUs down to the lower RLC

instances at the primary and/or secondary transmission points for delivery to the

receiving peer RLC entity (i.e., at the UE). RLC SDUs of variable sizes are supported

and may be concatenated or segmented in order to generate data units accommodated

within each PDU. These concatenation/segmentation procedures and headers assumed

may be similar to those specified in LTE. The upper RLC instance may be established

at the primary serving base station or any other node deemed suitable. The upper RLC

layer is also responsible for retransmitting RLC layer data that may have been lost or

delayed in transit to the UE. The Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) operation used by

the upper RLC layer to support this functionality may be identical to the one used by

the RLC layer in the current 3GPP LTE protocol stack (e.g., those of FIGs. 1 and 2).

As in the current implementations of RLC, the upper RLC layer may receive a status

report from the receiving side, and if the report indicates the loss of one or more RLC

PDUs, the upper RLC layer may decide to retransmit the lost RLC PDUs. It may carry

out this retransmission by handing copies of the lost RLC PDUs to the lower RLC

layer entities residing in either the primary transmission point or the secondary



transmission point. Note that the RLC entities in the current LTE protocol stack keep

copies of RLC PDUs until they are acknowledged (or until they have to be discarded

because of repeated failures in delivery). These copies are used during

retransmissions. The upper RLC layer in the proposed split RLC operation merely

emulates this behavior. Note also that the RLC PDUs whose copies are kept by the

upper RLC layer are identical those that are handed by the upper RLC layer to the

lower RLC entities. The upper RLC layer is completely oblivious of the further

processing, such as possible segmentation that occurs at the lower RLC layer. In

summary, the upper RLC layer in the proposed split RLC operation supports the entire

functionality of an AM RLC entity in the current LTE protocol stack except

segmentation.

Lower RLC Operation (Transmitting side): RLC PDUs received by each lower

RLC entity are buffered while waiting for transmission opportunities indicated by the

lower layers. Flow control is assumed between the upper and lower RLC entities to

ensure that there is no buffer starvation or overflow at the lower RLC entities. When a

transmission opportunity that can accommodate a certain size (in number of bytes or

bits) is indicated by the lower layer, a lower RLC entity does the following: If the size

of an RLC PDU is less than or equal to the size that can be accommodated by the

lower protocol layer, the RLC PDU is handed "as is" to the lower protocol layer. If, on

the other hand the RLC PDU is larger than the size that can be handled by the lower

protocol layer, it is segmented to form smaller size RLC PDU segments to conform to

the size indicated by the lower protocol layer. These RLC PDU segments are then

handed to the lower protocol layer for transmission. This processing of RLC PDUs by

the lower RLC entity is similar to the handling of retransmissions (by the RLC layer)

in the LTE specifications. Thus, effectively, even the first transmission of an RLC

PDU (by the lower RLC Layer) is treated like a retransmission and relevant headers

indicating segment boundaries are included. From the UE's perspective, the situation

is similar to what would happen in the current LTE protocol if there was an initial

transmission of the RLC PDUs with sizes and boundaries consistent with those of the

RLC PDUs handed down by the upper RLC, and, somehow, these PDUs got lost; and

the lower RLC is merely retransmitting these PDUs by possibly re-segmenting them

into new sizes per the local current size limit (e.g., as determined by changed



channel/load conditions). Since lower layers (MAC and PHY) responsible for

scheduling decisions are assumed to be co-located with the lower RLC layer, this

approach accommodates efficient, dynamic scheduling decisions that can take the

prevailing load and channel conditions into account. In short, the lower RLC layer

merely embodies the SAR functionality of the RLC layer in the current LTE protocol

stack. (Strictly speaking, this is only the "segmentation" part of the SAR functionality,

since the transmitting end does segmentation while the receiving end does re

assembly.)

Receiving RLC Operation: Procedures followed by the receiving RLC entity

can be identical to those followed by the UE in the single link case. The receiving side

RLC entity will maintain a receive window and only accept PDUs or PDU segments

only if the sequence number falls within the window. It also any discards duplicates,

reorders and reassembles segments into PDUs, and finally PDUs into RLC SDUs that

are delivered in sequence to the upper layer. Since the receiving RLC operation based

on protocol stack 200 has this capability, no change would be required on the receiver

side to implement the overall multi-carrier communication scheme.

The split-RLC scheme described above would enable AM radio bearers to

benefit from simultaneous transmission from multiple cells in a manner analogous to

radio bearers benefitting from carrier aggregation. At the same time, it involves

minimal changes to the existing LTE protocol stack, particularly from the viewpoint

of a UE. A few minor variations of this scheme are possible, which are completely

consistent with the spirit of this approach.

For instance, it has been stated that the upper RLC layer hands down RLC

PDUs with pre-determined size limits. These pre-determined size limits can be quasi-

statically changed based on information provided periodically by the lower RLC

entities. Thus, each RLC entity can periodically send a message to the upper RLC

entity indicating the desired RLC PDU size based on prevailing channel and load

conditions at its end, and the upper RLC entity can use the latest such information to

construct RLC PDUs that it sends to the corresponding lower RLC entity. In those

cases where the lower and upper RLC entities for a given radio bearer are co-located,

this messaging (from the lower to the upper RLC entity) can take place frequently;

moreover, since the latencies in such cases are small, the upper RLC would be able to



construct RLC PDUs that are appropriate for the current channel and load conditions,

thus eliminating the need for further re-segmentation by the lower RLC entity.

In addition, the PDU size limit specified by the lower RLC will allow the

upper RLC to pick any PDU sizes that are smaller. However, it is possible that the

upper RLC ends up picking PDU sizes that are too small (despite having a data

backlog). The upper RLC could be driven to pick higher PDU sizes by having the

lower RLC indicate an optional preferred minimum PDU size. The upper RLC would

then typically pick a size between the preferred minimum and the PDU size limit.

However, if there is an insufficient data backlog to satisfy the preferred minimum

size, then it could pick a size that is lower than the preferred minimum size. The

advantage of picking a higher size when there is sufficient data backlog is that it

reduces RLC overhead (since headers are added for every PDU).

Again, the basic idea of this approach is to split the functionality of the RLC

layer in the protocol stack controlling the communication between the cellular

network and the mobile station. This splitting of the RLC layer enables the data

associated with a radio bearer to be carried concurrently over multiple carriers. The

RLC layer in the mobile station is able to collect this data and hand it "in-sequence" to

the higher protocol layers without changes to current mobile-side operation. Thus, this

split RLC technique enables radio bearers in a SMART or Dual Connectivity network

to enjoy the benefits of concurrent transmission over multiple carriers similar to what

carrier aggregation provides.

The detailed and, at times, very specific description above is provided to

effectively enable a person of skill in the art to make, use, and best practice the present

invention in view of what is already known in the art. In the examples, specifics are

provided for the purpose of illustrating possible embodiments of the present invention

and should not be interpreted as restricting or limiting the scope of the broader

inventive concepts.

Having described certain embodiments in detail above, a review of the more

general aspects common to many of the embodiments of the present invention can be

understood with reference to FIG. 4. Diagram 400 of FIG. 4 is a block diagram

depiction of a radio access network (RAN) 402 and a user element (UE) 401 in

accordance with various embodiments of the present invention.



RAN 402 includes multiple network nodes 403-406. Those skilled in the art

will recognize that the depiction of RAN 402 in FIG. 4 does not show all of the

physical fixed network components necessary to operate commercially but only those

system components and logical entities particularly relevant to the description of

embodiments herein. For example, network nodes are known to comprise processing

units, network interfaces, and wireless transceivers. In general, such components are

well-known. For example, processing units are known to comprise basic components

such as, but neither limited to nor necessarily requiring, microprocessors,

microcontrollers, memory devices, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

and/or logic circuitry. Such components are typically adapted to implement algorithms

and/or protocols that have been expressed using high-level design languages or

descriptions, expressed using computer instructions, expressed using signaling flow

diagrams, and/or expressed using logic flow diagrams.

Thus, given a high-level description, an algorithm, a logic flow, a messaging /

signaling flow, and/or a protocol specification, those skilled in the art are aware of the

many design and development techniques available to implement a processing unit

that performs the given logic. Therefore, network nodes 403 and 406, for example,

represent known devices that have been adapted, in accordance with the description

herein, to implement multiple embodiments of the present invention. Furthermore,

those skilled in the art will recognize that aspects of the present invention may be

implemented in and/or across various physical components and none are necessarily

limited to single platform implementations. For example, the processing unit, wireless

transceiver, and network interface of any of network nodes 403-406 may be

implemented in or across one or more physical network platforms.

In the example, of diagram 400, RAN 402 includes network nodes 403 and

406 that are operative to transmit, via carriers 411 and 412, packet data to user

element (UE) 401 using a protocol stack. The protocol stack includes a radio link

control (RLC) layer split into an upper RLC processing layer and multiple lower RLC

processing layers, such as is depicted in the protocol stack of FIG. 3. Each lower RLC

processing layer is associated with one of the carriers (411 or 412) and each lower

RLC processing layer supports packet data transmission via its associated carrier. The



upper RLC processing layer supports packet data transmission via both carriers 411

and 412.

There are many embodiments in which RAN 402 is modified to various

degrees. In some embodiments, network node 403 of the multiple network nodes is

operative to host the upper RLC processing layer, while network nodes 403 and 406

are each operative to host a lower RLC processing layer. Depending on the

embodiment, network nodes 403 and 406 may be geographically separated.

Being operative to host the upper RLC processing layer involves being

operative to receive RLC service data units (SDUs), to generate protocol data units

(PDUs) from the SDUs received, and to send PDUs to each of the lower RLC

processing layers. Depending on the embodiment, being operative to host the upper

RLC processing layer may also involve being operative to receive from at least one of

the multiple lower RLC processing layers, an indication of a PDU size limit and may

further involve being operative to generate PDUs with this PDU size limit.

Being operative to host a lower RLC processing layer of the multiple lower

RLC processing layers involves being operative to receive PDUs from the upper RLC

processing layer and to process the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer as data

to be retransmitted. This processing may involve being operative to segment the PDUs

from the upper RLC processing layer to conform to a local current size limit at the

lower RLC processing layer.

A person of skill in the art would readily recognize that steps of various above-

described methods can be performed by programmed computers. Herein, some

embodiments are intended to cover program storage devices, e.g., digital data storage

media, which are machine or computer readable and encode machine-executable or

computer-executable programs of instructions where said instructions perform some

or all of the steps of methods described herein. The program storage devices may be,

e.g., digital memories, magnetic storage media such as a magnetic disks or tapes, hard

drives, or optically readable digital data storage media. The embodiments are also

intended to cover computers programmed to perform said steps of methods described

herein.

Benefits, other advantages, and solutions to problems have been described

above with regard to specific embodiments of the present invention. However, the



benefits, advantages, solutions to problems, and any element(s) that may cause or

result in such benefits, advantages, or solutions, or cause such benefits, advantages, or

solutions to become more pronounced are not to be construed as a critical, required, or

essential feature or element of any or all the claims.

As used herein and in the appended claims, the term "comprises,"

"comprising," or any other variation thereof is intended to refer to a non-exclusive

inclusion, such that a process, method, article of manufacture, or apparatus that

comprises a list of elements does not include only those elements in the list, but may

include other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such process, method, article

of manufacture, or apparatus. The terms a or an, as used herein, are defined as one or

more than one. The term plurality, as used herein, is defined as two or more than two.

The term another, as used herein, is defined as at least a second or more. Unless

otherwise indicated herein, the use of relational terms, if any, such as first and second,

top and bottom, and the like are used solely to distinguish one entity or action from

another entity or action without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such

relationship or order between such entities or actions.

The terms including and/or having, as used herein, are defined as comprising

(i.e., open language). The term coupled, as used herein, is defined as connected,

although not necessarily directly, and not necessarily mechanically. Terminology

derived from the word "indicating" (e.g., "indicates" and "indication") is intended to

encompass all the various techniques available for communicating or referencing the

object/information being indicated. Some, but not all, examples of techniques

available for communicating or referencing the object/information being indicated

include the conveyance of the object/information being indicated, the conveyance of

an identifier of the object/information being indicated, the conveyance of information

used to generate the object/information being indicated, the conveyance of some part

or portion of the object/information being indicated, the conveyance of some

derivation of the object/information being indicated, and the conveyance of some

symbol representing the object/information being indicated.

What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. A method for improved multi-carrier communication, the method comprising:

transmitting, by a radio access network (RAN) via multiple carriers, packet

data to a user element (UE) using a protocol stack, the protocol stack comprising a

radio link control (RLC) layer split into an upper RLC processing layer and multiple

lower RLC processing layers, each lower RLC processing layer associated with one

carrier of the multiple carriers;

supporting, by the upper RLC processing layer, packet data transmission via

the multiple carriers;

supporting, by each lower RLC processing layer, packet data transmission via

the carrier associated with that lower RLC processing layer.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein supporting, by the upper RLC

processing layer, packet data transmission via the multiple carriers comprises

receiving, by the upper RLC processing layer, RLC service data units (SDUs);

generating, by the upper RLC processing layer, protocol data units (PDUs)

from the SDUs received;

sending, by the upper RLC processing layer, PDUs to each of the lower RLC

processing layers,

wherein supporting, by the upper RLC processing layer, packet data

transmission via the multiple carriers comprises receiving, by the upper RLC

processing layer from at least one of the multiple lower RLC processing layers, an

indication of a PDU size limit, and

wherein generating PDUs from the SDUs received comprises generating, by

the upper RLC processing layer, PDUs with the PDU size limit received.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein supporting, by each lower RLC

processing layer, packet data transmission via the carrier associated with that lower

RLC processing layer comprises

receiving, by each lower RLC processing layer, PDUs from the upper RLC

processing layer;



processing, by each lower RLC processing layer, the PDUs from the upper

RLC processing layer as data to be retransmitted,

wherein processing, by each lower RLC processing layer, the PDUs from the

upper RLC processing layer as data to be retransmitted comprises segmenting the

PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer to conform to a local current size limit at

that lower RLC processing layer.

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein supporting, by each lower RLC

processing layer, packet data transmission via the carrier associated with that lower

RLC processing layer comprises

performing, by each lower RLC processing layer, RLC Segmentation

processing.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the RAN comprises multiple cells

and wherein at least two different lower RLC processing layers of the multiple lower

RLC processing layers each operate on network equipment of different cells of the

multiple cells, wherein the different cells are geographically separated.



6. A radio access network (RAN) comprising:

multiple network nodes operative to transmit, via multiple carriers, packet data

to a user element (UE) using a protocol stack,

the protocol stack comprising a radio link control (RLC) layer split into an

upper RLC processing layer and multiple lower RLC processing layers, each lower

RLC processing layer associated with one carrier of the multiple carriers,

wherein each lower RLC processing layer supports packet data transmission

via its associated carrier and the upper RLC processing layer supports packet data

transmission via the multiple carriers.

7. The RAN as recited in claim 6, wherein

a first network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host the

upper RLC processing layer and wherein being operative to host the upper RLC

processing layer comprises being operative

to receive RLC service data units (SDUs),

to generate protocol data units (PDUs) from the SDUs received, and

to send PDUs to each of the lower RLC processing layers,

wherein being operative to host the upper RLC processing layer comprises

being operative to receive from at least one of the multiple lower RLC processing

layers, an indication of a PDU size limit, and

wherein being operative to generate PDUs from the SDUs received comprises

being operative to generate PDUs with the PDU size limit received.

8. The RAN as recited in claim 6, wherein

a second network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host a

lower RLC processing layer of the multiple lower RLC processing layers and wherein

being operative to host the lower RLC processing layer comprises being operative

to receive PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer and

to process the PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer as data to be

retransmitted, wherein being operative to process the PDUs from the upper RLC

processing layer as data to be retransmitted comprises being operative to segment the



PDUs from the upper RLC processing layer to conform to a local current size limit at

the lower RLC processing layer.

9. The RAN as recited in claim 6, wherein

a second network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host a

lower RLC processing layer of the multiple lower RLC processing layers and wherein

being operative to host the lower RLC processing layer comprises being operative

to perform RLC Segmentation processing.

10. The RAN as recited in claim 6,

wherein a first network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to host

the upper RLC processing layer,

wherein a second network node of the multiple network nodes is operative to

host a lower RLC processing layer of the multiple lower RLC processing layers,

wherein the first network node and the second network node are different

network nodes, and

wherein the first network node and the second network node are

geographically separated.
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